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1) Program for the Spring 

Roz ~resented the problems that had held up the developement of 
the program and discussed how the new program simplified and clarified 
many of the different ideas which had surfaced in the discussion The 
first area of clarification was in our formulation of ~community"; it 
was now agreed that by community we were referring to a neighborhood 
organization or a group with a particular and limited constituency; i.e. 
House of Umoja, Puerto Rican Workshop, Kensingto Action Now, Black 
Independent ~HE~ Political Movement, School for all Ages, or the Rank 
and File Movement 

The program would be much more simplified also We , would arrange 
a series of three programs and offer to present them to many community 
organizations and groups We would approach organizations who are doing 
active work in their neighborhoods or constituency and ask them if they 
would be interested in sponsoring this series They would do the organizing 
and we would lend whatever assistance was necessary The series would 
begin wi th a film such as LAST GRAVE AT DINillAZA and the presentation would 
focus on the concrete conditions in Southern Africa. The second showing 
would focus on the peoples struggle against the oppression utilizing 
A LUTA CONTINUA and having a member of one of the Liberation Movements 
jmin us in presenting the present situation in Southern Africa. And the 
third would look at the end result of the struggle for Liberation using 
O P6VO ORGANIZADO and discussing the building of a peoples state in Moz
ambique and Angola . 

This would require UPCAAR to only really have to develope two real 
preaentations and would allow plenty of energy for reaching out to groups 
in both the Black Community and differBnt sections of the white wor3ing 
class communities and other interested peoples Implimentation was still 
to be worked out 

Different people spoke in support of the proposal, Beth P. adding 
that we should include a "WHAT YOU CAN DO"Leaflet This was accepted. 
Michael S said he thought the general outline was good and could be 
adapted to speak to the white Community as well as the Black but that 
attention would have to be payed to insure this was done properly. He 
also raised some problems about the SEPTA committee This was deferred 
till later in the agenda The struggle around SEPTA should definitely 
be included in out What you can do leaflet. Drawing the links between 
$A and here is our responsibility it was noted and even when the Liberation 
Movement representative was there we still had that responsibility. 

Finally we discussed the pnrpose of this activity and it was decided 
that three of the key purposes were: 1) Begin laying the foundation for 
a mass movement and building that movement by concretely buildingUPCEAR 
we ould like to see us follow through and recruit many people into UPCAAR 
as a result of these activities. 2) Build a more developea understanding 
of SA and build a strong mailing list of people who would be willing 
to ac tively participate in demonstrations,etc , .3) Build firm and 
principled links to Community Organizations who sponsor the events and 
establish on going relations with them 



Ci) .... 

We then got into what the content of the differen; presentations 
would be and decided that we should develope def intte presentations that 
could be adopted to the particular neighborhood, but that would still 
have continuity overall. The following points were raised to be developed 
further: the system of Corporate Involvement and Corporate control of 
SA and the US and how the links need to be drawn in terms of racial 
discrimination, etc ; the pivot charachter of the struggle in SA in 
relation to the struggle for liberation Internationally; the relationship 
between slavery, apartheid, and wage slavery; a constant linking up of 
everything between US and SA; the relationship between the Black Libe~ation 
Movement in this colilntry and the Liberation Movements in SA, both histor
ically and now; the role that the struggle against racism and sexism 
plays in both struggles; the struggle for Socialism in SA; the struggle 
in this country now in building support for African Liberation and in 
fighting the oppression in this coun~ry also; the importance of fighting 
for majority rule geyond just putting Black faces into the cabinets; 
the relationship between anti-communism in relation to Cuban involvement 
and the new signs of military build up in this country including the 
re-entrance of a new draft on the American Political scene; a critical 
look and analysis of Andy Young and role he will represent in his new 
position; A look back at the Civil Rights Movement and its relationship 
to the struggles in SA; and the kind of linking up the struggles which 
can be readily understandable like racismand its relationship to sports 
in SA These ideas were thought to be a ggood start for a committee to 
refine 

We then got down on dividdng up all the tasks which face us in the 
nexxt few months: 

1) OUTREACH COMMITTEE: ROZ PURNELL, chair. this committee will 
begin to talk to people and approach organizations . Anyone who has any 
ideas of groups who might like to work with us on this should call Roz 

2) PRESENTATION COMMITTEE: MICHAEL SIMMONS, chair, Diane :Sdwards 
and Beth Perry . will take the ideas presented at the meeting and draft 
proposed presemtations to the steering committee. 

3) EDUCATION COTVIMITTEE: BETH PERRY, acting chair, Linda Blackaby 
focus on resources, and Bob Bucker While the education committee will 
oversee the presentation committee and ~What you Can Do? leaflet, its 
primary job in this period will be on developting the reseurees necessary 
to pull off the activity, such as reveiwing films,etc. Linda will head 
up a division of the committee with particular responsibility for ~ 
machines, scheduling etc, 

4) Relations with Liberation Movement. Repr~sentativess Jerry Silber~ 
man Ros Purnell and Michael Simmons will meet w:i th and discuss this 
idea with many of the members of different organizations and ask for 
their assistance in making it a sucess. 

5) PRODUCTION COMMITTEE, DIANE EDWARDS, chair . will begin developing 
a basic layout for a leaflet for each showing that could be used by many 
different organizations. 

6-) PHONE TREE COMMITTEE, no one present. Dina Portnoy will relate 
to the committee and develope a letter to our consituents concerning our 
activities and will centralize our mailing lists. 

7) WHAT YOU CAN DO LEAFLET , BETH PERRY, as chair of Education will 
oversee, Vince Klingler. /Draft Proposal will be wri t:ten Qy Outreach. 
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As you can readly see, there is much work before us. We need all 
the people we can muster to pull this off, Please if you are not on a 
committee get on one now! 

Given how late it was and everyone wanted to see "Roots •·, we adjourned 
the meeting and set the agenda for the next meeting 

AGENDA: 
1) Film: 20th Century Slavery 
2) Plans for a mass activity on March 20 Commemorating 

Sharpesville. 
As of now we are thinking of asking Mphalele to speak, 
showing this film and raising funds for our campaign. 

J) How do we concretely develope the ties between the SEPTA 
Coalition andX Southern Africa and how to we help build 
the work around SEPTA? 

Finally it is o'bvious that we decided to keep written records af 
all meetings from now on k Since I was taking notes , I have written 
them up. Sorry for the awful typL~g, 
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